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Oscar goes hunting

Muskies 9.et scalped
Focus on IM stars ...

Fi-nancial aidguidelines
are- announced
By BOB FELDHAUS ..
X•Yier New• Stall Wrttar

Vice· President, and including Dr.
In the wake oftumultuous student Thomas Hailstones, Dean of the
·concern over the upcoming $900 per College of Business Administration;
semester.flat rate tuition plan, there. Fr. John Felten, S.J., Dean of
were released this week the concrete College of Arts and Sciences; Mr.
guidelines of the "Senior Assistance Charles Pollock, Director of PlaceProgram" for academic year 1975- ment and Student Aid; and students
16.
Mike McCaffrey, Marty Dybicz,
This program is specifically and Charlie Fallon.
designed to assist next year's seniors
In an'interview with Mr. Charles
-who will be taking reduced course Pollock, the· following guidelines
loads, for whom the flat tuition rate were set forth.
Only students who have achieved
will be an exceptionally excruciat.ing·
crunch.
senior. status by registration time and
A $25,000 fund has been set aside who are planning to take either 12,
to be appropriated to these students. 13, or 14 credit hours are eligible for
The guidelines for application were · assistapce. Seniors in either the
prepared ~Y a committee chaired ~Y.
.
Fln~nc•I to Pllfl• 12
. Fr. FranciS Brennan, S.J.! Academ1c _
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ltwasjustlikeLaaVegasat lastSaturday's Mardi Gras Casino Night In the
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cafeteria. A dance at Music Half the .
previous· night rounded out the
·
weekend.

:Ntcea.ff·rey •·pusn~es··"·····"OtlthJ·. Cfitiiti:IIS ·.• ···>
for budget input
,
You nev~r hear much about them,
By JERRY COX
Xawter N•a llaff Wrllar

Progress is being inade in establishing more fundamental student input into the. University
. budget. At the University ,Senate
meeting held on Wednesday, Mike
McCaffrey proposed two major acts,
the frrst dealing with a campus life
study and the second involving the ·
Senate more directly with the
process of allocating the budget.
McCaffrey's first proposal concerned the establishment of a committee which would be responsible·
for a study into campus life. The
study would be done in conjunction ·
with the Student Body's study ofthe
Campus life situation. The area of
concern would be Xavier's
philosophy, principles, and policy.
· implementing. Tis could· include
elements of campus life such as, but
not limited to, the residence halls ·

and staff, Student Deveiopment,
By GORDON BARTELL
Security, Maintenance, Campus
Ministry, and ~.ood and Health SerX•lw
!llall Wrllar
vices. ·
According to the Student HandMore importantly, McCaffrey book, the dormitory councils are a
proposed that major policy decisions ·"subordinate agency of the Student
which would affect the budget be air- Senate that represents all resident
ed for discussion before the Univer- hall students and coordinates stushy Senate. McCaffrey asks that the · .dent participation in government."
Senate be consulted "because by its
The dorm councils are made up of
very nature, the Senate reprelients. a president, vice president and
_every faction on campus and its in- rep~esentat!ve form each flo~r ..The·
put (the Senate) can give an ade- mam funct1~n of the ~ounc1Is 1~ to
quate picture of how the budget can · get. s!~dents mvolved m the vartous
best affect the University as a whole. __ act1v1t1es that are sponsored by each
The various components of Xavier dorm.
At Brockman Hall, dorm council
represented. on this body would
thereby fulfill their advisory position ·president Dave Graeser. expressed
as stated in the Senate Constitution, satisfaction with this year's council.
and would provide the Budget "Our aim," he said, "is to get
Review Committee with a useful stu~ents interested in what happens
'source of information and reaction at Brockman." ·
from ·representatives of the entire.
Graeser's most successful
University.
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bUt they re there-somewhere

endeavor has been the reduced beer
rates at Tucker's Tavern for
Brockman residents. A common
complaint, the absence of coke
machines in the hall, will soon be rectified. A recent improvement at
Brockman, the installation of concrete steps to the· basketball court,
was a direct result of council efforts.
Plans for a dorm softball team are ·
also in the offing.
Husman's dorm council recently
sponsored a euchre· tournament
and plans for a Kings' Island
weekend are being discussed. Dorm
council vice-president Meg Schleck
noted that "it's hard to plan things
because of the crowded University
calendar."
All-night movies in the lounge and
a spring cookout are being planned at

__;__ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Where was Dave
th·e Cokeman?
By BOONE KIRKMAN
. • •..,.N........ Writer

Jack Burns of Cincinnati Concessions: I mla the IOn-of-a-gun. I wai
looking for him myaelf. .
·

Where was Dave? No ~me knew;
the mystery grew. Was it a case for
the FBI, or had he decided to sell his
~okes elsewhere? Gale Catlett,. a
renowned recruiter for an area
School, had been heard to say·,
"Dave's a real fi-i-ine ~oke vender;
· we want him for UC."
Had Dave gone over to the other
side? No clues, but the fact remains·
that when Xavier met St. Joseph's
Col~ge last Monday at Schmidt
·Fieldhouae, it was the first time in 24
years that "Dave the Coke Man" had
not been there to _vend coke.
If you're asking yourself "Who's
Dave?" then it's obvious that you
haYe neYer paid"cloae ~ttention to the.

surroundings at Schmidt. Dave is a
vendor or a ''hustler." He sells .;okes
in the stands at basketball games and
has been doing it at XU since 1951.
To say that he is 5'8" might be a little
optimistic.
.
The XU News decided togo after a
real, honest to gosh, "human interest
·story" on Dave tlie Coke Man. No,
one around XU everi knows his last'
name, and he's been here 24 years.
·The News, with' infinite wisdom, had ·
decided to talk to .Dave on the only
day in 24 years that h~ wasn't going
to show for a game.
Jack Burns of Cincinnati Concession says that Dave's one. of a special
breed. In the busineu he's called a
"hustle~." A hustler is a vendor who

Dne to pllii"12

Kuhlman. President Betty Burkardt
hopes students will support the
council's efforst.
Jack Schmitt, president at
Marion, explains that with only 35
residents, a strong dorm council was
never formed. The council that does
·exist acts as an unofficial disciplinarv board.
The lnterdorm Council, made up
of the four dorm council presidents,
meets to discuss common problems
and to make recommendations to
the Student Senate. All four dorm
councils are represented at the
Senate by one spokesperson, this
year William Rooney. The Interdorm Council has plans for a St.
Patrick's Day party on March 15.

Dormitory
survey to
be released
By JOHN LECHtEITER
Edltor·ln·Chlef

The Student Life Committee of
Student Government will begin to
circulate a surVey concerning dormitory life sometime today (Thursday).
The committee was organized
earlier in the year by Student Body
President Mike McCaffrey, who flas
only advistory powers over the Committee's actions.
According to Committee member
Charlie Fallon, the purpose of the·
·survey is ''to determine the total life
situation in the dorms." Other Committee members are Julie Cunningham, Jay Sofranec, Julie Robson, Beth Younacr, and Frank Bernardi.
·

Dormitory tO p8ge 12 ·

this week

La.rry S eehe
· Xavier News columnist

in the news
;'

compiled by PAUL RANIERI

ECC .. all they need Is yQu
Xavier volunteers (students, staff, faculty and administ.rators) are
needed for help of all kinds at the Evanston Community Center, about
5 blocks from Xavier at 1860 Clarion Avenue. (Walk East on Dana,
cross Montgomery. turn right at the next street-Trimble-walk one
block to Clarion.)
,
The Center is staffed by the Evanston Community Council and the
Evanston Neighborhood Services, with UC student and neighborhood
volunteers. Here's how you can help:
Interested in working with senior citizens? A regular senior's
meeting is held at the Center, Fridays, from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00p.m.
Volunteers are needed to assist with craft projects, to provide transportation, or just to sit and talk.
.
Tutors are needed for elementary and high school kids to upgrade
their Math and' English skills. Also, the Council's Adult Basic Education program, which meets Thursday at 9:30 a.m., needs helpers to
enrich reading levels for adults.
Every day is Kidday at the Center. Kids need someonetoplaychess,
cards, or ping-pong with; or simply to talk to.
Emergency food supplies for neighborhood people who are not yet
cleared for other agency help are available through the "Hungry
Hotline," a new city program. The Evanston Center has hotline food to
distribute, but needs people to help run the store, from 10-12 or 2-4
daily.
Also needed year round: sewing helpers, sports and recreation
helpers, and transportation for museum trips. and other events.
The Evanston Council welcomes student observers at its monthly
meeting on the third Thursday of each month at 7:30 p.m. Contact
Tyra Bennett in the Xavier Urban Affairs Office if you have· any
questions.

Advanced ROTC still atlallable
Xavier University students who are presently completing their
sophomore years or have two years of school remaining can become
eligible for the advanced Army ROTC course by attending a special
six-week program at Fort Knox, Ky.
Under current law, students who have not taken the basic ROTC
course m~r qualify for advanced ROTC by attending the six-week
course commencing May 30, June 20, or July J 7. Those who complete
the advanced Course are commissioned as second lieutenants.
There is no military commitment for attending the basic camp. A
military obligation does not otcur until the student enrolls iq ROTC in
their junior year.
Students taking the summer program will be paid at the rate of
$344.10 per month for the six ~eeks of training. In addition, while at
camp they will receive free room and board and reimbursement for
transportation to and from Fort Knox. If they successfully-complete
the accelerated summer program and are admitted to the Advance
Course, they will receive an allowance of$1 00.00 a month. In all, a student who successfully completes the two years of the Advanced Course
will have collected up to $2,800 through ROTC.
Those interested in enrolling for the summer program should call
Captain Bennett at 745-3646 or write to him at Army ROTC,.Xavier
University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.

A fro-Amerlcan/Breen Lodge Social·

_ : I had just gotten out of my last
class and was making my way to the
cafeteria for lunch. It was Friday,
and thoughts of plans for the justthl~k)
arrived weekend made me oblivious
to my immediate· surroundings and
situations. As· I passed through the
cafeterialine, I picked up a bowl of died (the classic scare treatment) me to eat it. How did the fish gain
vegera~le beef soup and a bologna before you got to confession; you _ special favor?
A very unofficial source attributes
and cheese sandwich. Smiling, were in a heap of trouble. St. Peter.
almost devious, faces greeted me at would take you into custody and ad- this back to St .. Peter. Peter and few
the table, but I was still too oblivious· ·minister you sentence (eg. "Do not oft he other Apostles, you wiil recall,
to detect anything strange. Just pass Go: do not appeal.your case in were fishermen. The Catholic
when I was about to bite into the Purgatory; do not collect two hun- Church was just beginning to grow
sandwich, I was halted by a stern, dred dollars; just go_ straight to and fishermen seemed to make
excellent leaders. I'm not d_rawing
and yet almost gleeful, admonition hell!")
from a friend. "You can't eat that.
any conclusions, but it would just
It's Friday; this is Lent; and that's
In the mid-60's, the Catholic
seem like good business sense to
meat. You know you can't eat meat Church instituted a dramatic change have adopted a laissez-faire policy
on Friday in Lent!"
in policy. Now, a Catholic had only toward fishermen. Believe what you
Immediately, 1 weighed the evils to abstain from eating meat on Ash will, but like I say, this is all very unof wasting food against the Wednesday and on Fridays in Lent. official.
anathema of eating that sandwich. 1 You would have thought that
On a more serious note, this whole
opted for the latter aild took a someone shotthe Pope for all the up- · busines!! of Lent appears to be mishealthy chomp, much to the dismay roar that this was to bring about. understood by• most. It is not intendof my detractor. He had obviously The combined reactions of in- ed to be a 'time of mandatory
been playing this little game on every dividual . Catholics were nothing sacrifice, but rather a time of mental
unwary victim who happened along,_ compared to the reactions of the preparation. Still, every year I hear
as evidenced by trays full of un- fishing industry.. The Catholic the same resolutions: "I'm giving up
touched sandwiches and soup. As Church had provided them with a smoking;" ..I'm going on a diet;"
my conscience didn't . seem to be. lucrative business for years, and it .. I'm going to study more;" etc. All
didn't. cost them a cent in advertroubled. people asked me to make
that ever seems to result is the raggsure that their foOd didn't go to tisiilg> You could tell a good
ing that inevitably accompanies such
waste either. After five sandwiches Catholic neighborhood by the "sacrifices." Give me a fat, partying
· number· of fish-frys it had. From
and two bowls of soup, 1asked them their. infuriation. one would have. smoker any day of the week.
to find another sinner.
As to eating meat on Friday, I've
Back when 1 was in grade school, thought that the fish was a sacred ·
often wondered how many guys were
this would never have happened. To cow·
still serving time on the meat rap.
be a Catholic, you were required to
That brings us to another curious But for a momentary indiscretion at
follow a stringent set of regulations. point. Why, ifyoucouldn't/can'teat McDonalds, they're paying forever
If anyone asked you what was meat, are you allowed to eat fish? in sin-<:ity, and I don't mean
special about Catholics, you'replied, The old argument of cold-blooded Covington.lfthat isn't un-Christian,
..We don't eat meat on Friday." If vs. warm-blooded creatures never it's at least un-American. There just
you violated that rule, you were ad- made any sense to me. Besides, some seems to be something fishy about
vised to get to confession fast. If you people like_ fish. It's no sacrifice for the whole deal.

Thou shalt not eat meat
on Friday _(I

a Iovin·
glassful·

Breen Lodge and the Afro-American Student Association invite the
campus community to an informal social gathering where they may
meet and mingle with black faculty. This chance to meet faculty
members in a relaxed atmosphere is scheduled for Wednesday, March
12. from 5 to 7 p.m., at Breen Lodge, 3832 Ledgewood.
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To KEEP M~RCH\NG

TROOPS IN STEP. DRILL

SERGEANT'S CAIJ.ED
"STEP! STEP! STEP!" TO

MARK EACH STEP OF THE

LEFT FOOT. AT WEST PO\ NT.

lHE CHI\NT WAS SHORTENED
TO "HEP! HEP! HEP! II

by PAT· SAYRES

to

by secret ballot (ten votes necessary), were told they would not have to
pay.
10-3-1.
The nomination of Karla ThompThompson now joins Rick Zellen
Bill Hudgins read into the record a
son to the Student Financial Board (chairman), Dave Moch, Barb letter of support, from the Afrowas the only item voted on at the Vereb, and Charlie Fallon on the American Student Association, for
February 26 meeting of the Student Financial Board. The term of office the Senate's role in the protest
Senate.· Ms. Thompson is an ex- is not yet fixed- McCaffrey wants to against the denial of student input in
. Senator, and a director of the Free preserve "continuity"-and could be the decision to increase tuition last
University.
indefinitely extended. Board December.
In answer to Tom Madigan's members must be renominated by
Senate meetings have finally been
question on selection criteria, Presi- any new. President.
set for 2:30 Wednesdays. Secretary
dent Mike McCaffrey stated that he
The remaining discussion was on Mimi Henz said the time was set
waitted persons on the Board who non-motio.n items. Julie because it was disadvantage.ous to
are aware of student interests and O'Donoghue wanted to. know why only one Senator, Denise Glenn.·
responsible with money, ~nd that graduate students pay only $6 for Floor assignments for senators have
Thompson would emphasize parking, vs. $12 for undergraduates. been made official, and ·are as
(:Uitural and/ or artistic slants, rather Marty Dybicz brought up the point follows: Commuters-Younger and
than social events. Ms. Thompson, that, usually, "grad students don't Hudgins; Marion-Walter.s;
answering a question from· Tom park during the day.'~ Tom Madigan Husman-Woolard (I), Lopez (2),
Walters, said the board's role is to· cited an example of two Brockman Foley (3), and Biggio (4);
.judge whether an activity is worth graduate residents who had their 'Brockman-Maffia (Basement),
the proposed funds, not to play cen- cars tagged during the day, took the
Senate to page 9
sor. The nomination was. approved tickets to the Security Office, and

... and receives Dybicz' resignation
By JOYCE SCHREIBER

r----------...
.
Cltr

Staff

Economist.Walter Heller spoke last'Thursday to a·packed house in Kelley
Auditorium.
ing, Heller argued that the Ford AdOn the energy front, Heller
ministration is overly concerned proposes a graduated consumption
with combatting inflation ;tt the ex- 'tax on gasoline, beginning with a 5
cent tax per gallon during 1975 and.
pense of expansionary policies.
A prime villain in Heller's view- culminating with a 30 cent tax per
point is the Secretary of the gallon in 1980. Heller feels this is
Treasury, William E, Simon. Heller necessary to counteract the energy
claims that Simon's "scare tactics" stranglehold of the Arab Oil Cartel.
about horrendous budget deficits are The oil import tax of the Ford Adpure demagoguery and serve only to ministration is considered uneHeller· page 9
hinder the true battle-recession.

By RAY LEBOWSKI
X8¥ier N-s SI8H Writer

They've got a long way .to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,
they'll make _it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
It could be you as a Salesian·
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded In 1859 to
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying· c'oni:mions, th·e Salesla'ns always have been ..:.. ·ancf - ,_
will be, youth oriented. Today we're· helping to prepare :young·
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one whlcll we welcome.
And how do we go· about It? By.following the. precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you ·are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in· a wide range of endeavor .. ; as guidance counselors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists : .. in boys clubs, summer camps ... as- missionaries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only· our talents are shared but our shortcomings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an impo~tant mission in your life, we welcome your Interest.
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On Thursday, February 27,
Xavier students, faculty and friends
were. treated to an Economic expose
by the renouned economist Dr.
Walter Heller, former chairman of
the President's Council of Economic
Advisers.
.
. Heller's topic was "The State of
·the Economy'~ .and the substance of
his speech can be summed up in one
word--predi.ctable. It was hearing
Heller say it in person that made it
exciting.
Calling the State of. the economy
miserable, the well-known Keynesiancalled fora tax cut amounting to
20 billion dollars, (President Ford
has requested a 16 billion cut) as well
as
budgetary deficit approaching
70 billion dollars. (The Administraion's budget shows a 52
billion dollar deficit.)
Claiming that the U.S. economy is
currently 170 billion dollars below
productive capacity, Heller scoffed
at the notion that his proposals were
inflationary. Citing recent Bureau of
Labor·statistics, which indicate that
the wholesale price index is declin-

a
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Xewler News

s ..H Writer

· Student Senator Marty Dybicz,
who was recently voted down as Student Senate Vice-President, has
resigned from the Senate, the News
has recently learned. In an exclusive
interview, Dybicz cited two reasons
for his decision.
· ~ The first is an opinion which
became evident after the battle for
·his appointment as Vice-President.
The Senators treated the question in
a political light, rather than discuss. ing Dybicz' qualifications for the
job.
In the course of the debate,
members of Senate compared the
question of his appointment to the
Zeno-Saracino campaign of two
years ago, which ·included heavy

campaigning and competition. The and influence students in certain
·message that came across from all directions. An example of this,
this was that each candidate had in- Dybicz felt, would be the demonstratense political intentions in ·mind~ tion over the tuition increase. Stu. with the object of the election being dent Government had little power to
not who would be the better presi- actually change anything, but by endent, but who was the better can- . couraging the demonstration some
effect was achieved.
didate.
Dybicz also expressed the opinion
Dybicz objected to this comparison on the grounds that he that Senators often don't actually
wasn't seeking the office for his own consider things being said but who
gain, but to. help provide a more said them. The struggle to have him
appointed as Vice-President became
effective Student Government.
"I don't think Student Senate has a conflict of persons rather than an
any real governing power, as such, at objective judgment of the situation.
The second major reason for his
Xavier," Dybicz stated. He went on
. to say that the general opin.ion held decision to leave the Senate came
by the Senators is that they are a from ·what Dybicz ·called personal
governing body with actual power reasons. He felt ~hat the Senate is
over issues, when, in fact, they would
be more effective in trying to lead

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENTThe envelope, please Who Oscar has in _mind is ·anybody's
For the 4"-th time, Hollywood
patted itself on the back
(preparatory to shaking its own
hand in early April) by announcing
the Oscar nominations for 1974 early
last week. The Oscar has its critics,
but no matter how banal the awards
ceremonies may become, the
Academy"Award is still important.
Behind the glitter and pseudoromance, that little statuette
represents an_ extra $3-S million in
&he bank for every picture that wins
in a major category. The "craft"
awards carry as much prestige within
the industry itself, and in fact are
usually more honest than the sensationalized major awards. In any
event, the identity of this year's Oscar winners is going to have a
decisive effect on the bills of next
year's movie houses.
i974 was a good year for records.
Paramount Studios collected them
like a magnet: greatest total
nominations ever for one studio (39);
both of the top nominated pictures

(The Godfather, Part II and
Chinatown,- with II nominations
each). and the greatest number of
nominations for- individual achievement (for Francis- Ford Coppola,
who earned five). Coppola was
nominated for Best Producer and
Best Original Schreenplay for both
The Conversation and Godfather II.
and, thanks to an Academy by-law
forbidding directors to compete with
themselves, Best Director only for
Godfather II. The Coppola' family
set a similar record, since Coppola's
father and sister both received
nominations (Best Music Score and
Best Supporting Actress, respectively, both for G II). Never before have
seven nominations gone to a single
family.

But, of course, the nominations
are only the beginning. Early in
April, at a gala televised ceremony in
New York and Los Angles, the
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts
and Sciences (AMPAS) will announce the lucky winners-and

g~ess-including
guarantee at least one person per
category a year's steady work.
If you know how and why the
Academy votes, it is ppssible to do
an amazingly good job of predicting
the winners. The rules are fairly simple. To qualify, a film must play major Los Angles theatres for a fixed
minimum length of time. Then each
film specialty chooses its favorites
from a list of qualifying films, and
the nominations are completed. Actors
vote
for
actors,
cinematographers vote for
cinematographers, etc. Only
producers nominate the Best Picture. The thousands of AMPAS
members then vote for the winner in
their respective specialties once
again, with one change: in the final
balloting, all members, not just
producers, vote for Best Picture. Of
- course, candidate films are restricted
to those films which are nominated; ·

these two film freaks

there are no "write-ins" for the Oscar.
As to why the AMP AS members·
vote the way theydo,yourguessisasgood as mine. Honest estimations of
artistic and technical excellence really do f~gure in the balloting-but so
do such factors as sentimentalism,
money-making power, ·and past
record: someone who has been
nominated many times before has a
strike against him, as does a frequent
or recent winner.
Fellow film-fanatic David A.
Hayes and myself have prepared a
list of this year's nominees, and will
make our own predictions as to who
the winners might be. Where we disagree, our predictions will be initialed. Complete lists. of nominees
are included for major categorie's.ln
the craft categories, only our
predicted winners will be mentioned,

unless another nominee in the
category is of special interest.
BEST PICTURE
CHINATOWN (Paramount),
produc~d by Robert Evans. Topnominated film, with II total
nominations. Due to its generally
high quality, excellent seript and
performances, and its catering to the
nostalgia fads, an almost-sure
winner. (DAH)
. THE
CO"NVERSATJON
(Paramount); prod. F. F. Coppola,
Fred Roose. Well-made film about
electronic surveillance was
nominated for its quality, but hasn't
a chance. If Coppola wins in this
category, it. has to be for Godfather
II.
LENNY (United Artists), prod.
Marvin ·Worth. Nominated on the
strength of its recent opening, this
Envelope to page 8

"Arsenic" .as only the Playhouse can do it
Reviewing the movies currently
showing in Cincinnaw, of which only
about three deserve your time, attention, and money, the Playhouse in
the Park's production of "Arsenic
and Old Lace" is worthy of consideration as an alternative.
Although you may have seen
as a movie or high school
drama club performance, you
haven't seen this "Arsenic and Old
Lace." Once again, at the risk of
sounding too loyal, the Cincinnati
Playhouse has another great production. So far this season they've been
quite successful in producing
winners. Joseph Kesselring's play
offers a refreshing evening of entertainment.
The story is of two maidenly and
charming sisters who live in a large
old Brooklyn home. Being very.
hospitable to any and .every guest
they should have no trouble keeping
their extra rooms rented. Their sole
line-in, as it were, is their nephew
Teddy. Teddy is rather harmless but
is quite sure he is Teddy Roosevelt

and not Teddy Brewster. This
somewhat "off" behavior adds much
hilarity to the play. One gets Teddy's
attention by starting, "Mr. President ..."
Abby and Martha also have two
other nephews. Mortimer visits frequently since his girl friend, the
reverend doctor's daughter, lives
next door to his aunts. His brother
Jonathan hasn't been seen for years

a·revlew
and was very much the delinquent
when he was a child. Jonathan is
never expected home again. .
Everything in the old Brewster
home seems quite typical, with the
exception of Teddy of course, until
Mortimer is visiting one day and discovers a dead body, a fresh dead
body, under the window seat. Mortimer, naturally quite upset, is afraid
to upset Abby and Martha with this
discovery, but is forced to tell them.
Surprisingly, they· are very unconcerned. It seems that this

gentleman is number eleven for the
sisters who put arsenic in elderberry
wine given to the lonely old men who
answer their "Rooms to Rent" sign.
The sisters believe they're doing the
gentlemen a favor as they look so .
"peaceful" after a few sips of wine.
Mortimer, near hysteria, is dumbfounded as to what to do with the
body. While trying to straighten
things out in his mind he is called to
·work· on an emergency assignment.
Meanwhile, it seems the sisters know
exactly what to do with.the body as
they instruct Teddy to come bury .
another yellow fever victim in Panama, really the basement. Naturally,
that .very evening, criminal nephew
Jonathan returns home with a corpse of his own. The comedy really
begins as we ~ee both parties trying
to dispose of their own corpse.
Honestly, the plot becomes very
. apparent but I think the anticipation
created adds to tbe play as we can't
wait to see how well the Playhouse
has done with the scenes.
Arsenic to
9

Raymond Thorne (Mortimer) and his fiancee, Elaine Harper (Sydney
Blake), appear in Arsenic and Otd Lace now playing through March
16 at the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park.
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Remember the lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did
they spin. As Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor we to.il for the
young as well as the old, for the acute as well as the croni.cally
ill and we care not for their race or religion for all are of the
kingdom of God. Our feet carry us along bu~y streets, up and
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes where illness, ignorance, discouragement and despair are sometimes permanent
guests. Nursing, counseling, helping to k~ep. fai,lili~s together
hi their homes as one
· · ·

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S
NO GREATER Gin' ·THAN A DIAMOND
Love it the greatest. And when you've got it,
flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses lasting Jove.
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving?

SPECIAL; lh carat cluster of Diamon_.s only Sl99

•

DtSCOUNT
TO ALL

605 Race Street

JAJtER

Clncinneti, Ohio

STUDENTS

tel: 621-0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

0

loving_ unit.
Our Mis.sion iS tO the
poor, but lO "8 _Speci.al
category Of the poor:
the sick. There are
many ways for you to
serve the poor and the ·
sick. We welcome you
to ... "Come and see."

r-bomin~ S",;teRsoft"h€ ;,tk;oo-R--

:

2335 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 4521!1
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Sister,
I would like to know more about the opportunities you
offer for sharing in your work. I understand there is no
obligation.
· ·

Name-------------Address
City
,
- - - · - - - - State _ _
· _ _ Zip _ _ _ .

Telephone--------X•vler News

IIEarnest'' ranks as one of the
.Players' best p·roductions y·et

FlY=
One out of everY three Marine Corps officers
is in aviation. And we're looking for more
good me~ to join them. Men who will fly.some
of the world's most-exciting aircraft, as
members of the world's finest air-ground
te~m. If you're in college now, look into our
PLC-Aviation program. There's no better

:-;.;~arted~
~

FORAFEWGOODMEN.

Starting pay $9600-12,000 (over $17,400 after5.
years)
Summer· training only while in school. The~ ·
chance. for up to $2700 in financial assistance:.' ·::
Call Capt John Lowery at (513) 684-2846

1975

1975

ECONOMY SUMMER ABROAD
All Modern Language Levels, Civilization, History,
Literature, etc.
-~~-

''

.·

SPANISH
GERMAN

In
In

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
STROBL, AUSTRIA

* * * * *
College and Graduate School Credits
•

*

*

*

*

Financial Aid Available

Summer Sessions Off·ice
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

Call: (513)
745-3601
745-3355
745-3628

Generally accepted as Oscar
Wilde's best and most successful
play, The Importance of Being
Earnest-a "trivial comedy for
serious people"-satirizes Victorian
society and offers a perspective on its
shallowness. Indeed, that which
Wilde presents is a "mask of
manners;" characters are not meant
to be individual personae but types.
Thus do the Xavier University
Players do justice to Wilde's intentions. The pace is quick, the tone
light, the humour and irony never
. lost.
John (Ernest) Worthing, played
by Matt Diehl, is truly the most
"earnest looking person" even to the
point of occasional naivitl!. Gwendolyn (Cynthia Savage) expresses
her surprise that he's never proposed
to any other girl before her... "for
practice." A high point and especially well done scene is Lady
Bracknell's (Kathy Kvapil) abrupt

entrance during the proposal, as
Gwendolyn prevents the kneeling
Ernest from standing. The pained
expression on his face due to em. barrassment cannot help but evoke
the audience's sympathy.
Meanwhile, Lady Bracknell
portrays the very picture of the
overbearing matriarch, for, concerning Gwendolyn, she can hardly
allow Ernest to expect her daughter
"to marry into a cloakroom and
form an alliance with a parcel."

a review
Algernon (Steve Mueller),
Ernest's friend (and ultimately, his
brother), plays the utterly reckless,
playboy type, who has as his chief
virtue, the gift of getting intotrouble
and enjoying it.
The second act is probably the
best of the three. The tea scene
between the two competing fulllcl!es,

Gwendolyn and Cecily (Patty
Davidson), Ernest's hopelessly
romantic ward, is especially commendable, as is the later scene
between Ernest and Algernon.
As a whole, the piece holds
together better than any full production the XU Players have done in recent years. The main actors (actresses) may especially allow
themselves a pat on the back. Their
performance is consistent, their interpretation good. While the supporting and minor characters also fulfill
their roles adequately, only rarely do
they measure up to the five others.
Finally, one cannot fail to mention the set: excellently done.
The Importance of Being Earnest
will be staged again this weekend:
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8:00
p.m. To miss it is a sin.
-Diane Sentner

Looking for an out-of-the-ordinary
night spot? Try a few of these...
Even for those most urban of us,
occasionally the crush and clamor of
humanity grow too much; at these
times, when mere thought of entering Dana's or McCarthy's raises a
rash, it is best to seek a quiet corner
to eat and drink and talk or not, according to mood.
All the following places have a certain charm of their own, either
genuine or perverse. None are kicky,
trendy nightspots where 18-22 yearolds chat energetically and mingle in
search
of
non-Platonic
relationships; rather, they are frequented by people of all ages and
politics.
'fhe Seventh House (formerly FoFo-Th'-Bo), 1028~ Delta Avenue·in
Mount Lookout Square, is the best
meatless place in town, serving both
ovo-lacto and strictly vegetarian
meals. It's usually pretty crowded at
mealtimes, but five or ten minutes of
waiting will get you a seat. They have
huge· and phenomenal salads, with a
great Oriental dressing; also, the best
mushroom·soup I've ever had, which
unfortunately is not served every
day. Prices vary, home-made brea·d
tending toward the expensive, but by
being selective you can be quite
miserly-try the wok-fried
vegetables. The Seventh House is
warm, steamy, and comfortably
countercultural; they sell avocado
seeds at the register and leave out all
their cookbooks for perusal.

Mecklenburg's · Garden, as it's
listed in the directory. but better
1\nown colloquially·as the Mecklenburg Gardens, is at 302 East University, the corner of University and
Highland in Corryville, near Clifton.
The Garden is about ten minutes
from Xavier, going up Reading and
turning right at Sears. Chances are,
if you're ~ native Cincinnatian of
German descent, that your parents
and/ or grandparents spent many
happy hours there, outside in the
Biergarten. Corryville was once
called Kloppenburg, and though the
neighborhood for some years fell
rather into disrepute, it now is being
reclaimed. New people own the Garden, restoring the original where
possible, bringing in live chamber
music upstairs. The menu is a broad
one, heavy on German cuisine,
reasonably priced. A friendly, lowkey place to eat and drink, the Garden will be even more inviting when
spring arrives and the Biergarten is
set to rights.
Wah Mee's, at 1031 East McMillan in Walnut Hills, is one ofthe
better (and cheaper) Chinese
restaurants in Cincinnati. The decor
is marvelously hideous, from the
blond plywood wall-panelling to the
tasselled plastic lovelamps; i( is a
vain attempt at transforming 1950's
diner into seductive opium den. But
the food is good and plentiful,
wholesome as only Oriental food can
be, a single gargantuan $1.85 serving

of vegetable chow mein or chop suey
being enough to do one in. Wah
Mee's rarely is crowded; though interesting people go there. Sit in a
dark booth and practice chopsticks.
While you're in the neighborhood,
you might go down the block to the
Tally-Ho, 1047 McMillan, at the
corner of Park. The Tally-Ho was
once a Xavier hangout; but now,
thank God, is just a quiet
neighborhood bar. There's a good
selection of funky country and rock
on the jukebox, also a nice mixture
of older and younger people, some
talking softly in groups, others slipping silently onto their elbows.
A truly elegant spot is La Galleria,
121 Calhoun in Clifton, the second
block down from Hughes. With little
but candlelight and cla&sical
background music, La Galleria has a
curiously easy-going dignity;
customers often wear jeans, but have
. only elevating conversation. There Is
a nice selection of fine wines, coffees,
and teas, assorted cheeses, and a
different pastryortwoeachday;also
several extravagant beers, and New
York egg-cream soda. La Galleria is
hardly the place to pig out or get
wrecked, but to sip expresso, nibble
a torte, and gaze with coy lust at your
companion.
The reverse of La Galleria is l
King's Row, 308 Ludlow in Clifton.
Apparently it was once much
freakier, but has now passed into
Looking to

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT.
TO DO,
WHEN YOU
HAVE' NOTHING
TO DO

THURSDAY
FRE'E ADMISSION
FOR ALL GUYS
SUNDAY
FREE ADMISSION
FOR ALL GALS
JUST 10MINUTESFROMTHEXAVIERCAMPUS
3225 Madison Road
East of Oakley Square
Thur~da~.
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Muskies fall to 10-14
after scalping al Miami
and no matter what combination
Coach Tay Baker used, it wasn't goIt was a long afternoon for the. ing to work.
Not only did the Muskies get
Musketeers last Saturday at Millet
Hall. At the half they were trailing sca!ped, their loyal fans who went up
Only
47-25, and it didn't get any better as for game were also taken. First, one
by
the Redskins of Miami burned the , has to understand that Millet Hall
had only 2,351 people in
Musketeers at the stake1 86-59.
a hair
With te"n minutes left in the first it Sa~urday, and that these people
half, X had 13 points. Four minutes were so silent that the X fans felt they
That was about the margin in
later, Xavier had upped its total to were in a library. This didn't quier
last week's 9-point loss to the
UC Bearcats at the Cincin15, while Miami had accumulated them, though. XU fans cheered so
nati Gardens. With Catlett's
43. In the first half, the Redskins loud that two ushers and a security
gang ranked 19th nationally,
shot 70% from the field; the policeman came up in the stands and
many must wonder why
Musketeer percentage stood at 25%. told them to hold down their cheerXavier isn't ranked 20th.
Many factors contributed to this ing or hit the road. Another usher
romp. Miami came out in a fullcotirt warned the Xavier fans about putpress, which they could quickly con- ting their feet up on the chair in front
··
vert into a 3-2 zone. This press, of them.
The win g!JVe the Redskinsan 18-7
which Miami hadn't put to much use .
previous to the Xavier game, shook record and maybe an invitation to
the M uskies up considerably. On the the N .I.T. The Xavier loss set the
_ offensive end for the Redskins, Muskie slate back to 10-14. Miami
Chuck Goodyear and Reid Dieringer took the lead in the 63-game series
scored at will, as they totaled 18 and 32-31; and they say the Xavier14 points respectively .. Steals by Miami rivalry might be cancelled for ·
Greg Olson and Dieringer became a few years.
/
'"".-::~-:_. '::_"!'!:::::' •FJ'".::::.:· ·-·~}... ::;:,..'-" ~,,.,'t ;-::~···~·~
It might be a shame not. to see
aut.omatic.
For the Muskies, Jerry "the Miami at Schmidt Memorial
"~····························································~··················································································································································'!f.···········
~;,.t
.:::···············································-·-·~·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-···-·~·············································································--···•;.-.•.•.•···········1;·····························-=-·:::: Freight Train" Foley tallied 17 and anymore, but it's all for the
Mike Plunkett racked up 24. No best that the Big X won't be
other M uskie scored more than four going up to the "Millet Morgue" for
points. XU was cold the whole game, awhile.
By TOM USHER
SpOI't• Editor •
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MAMA'S. PIZZERIA

~~

SHERMAN AVE. AT MONTGOMERY RD.

I····

NORWO~D

PIZZA

PIZZA$2.00

$3.30

EACH ITEM EXTRA
PEPPERONI SAUSAGE GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS
MUSHROOMS OLIVES TOMATOS ANCHOVIES

!;:;

SMALL

MEDUIM

LARGE

::::
~

$.3_0

$.45

$.50

EXTRA ·SAUCE

~

~

::::
::::
~
:!::

DINNER SPECIALTIES
PASTAS

~

::::
::::
::::
.••.

:.·1:~·':;

.

;:::

!;!;
~

::::
::::

*
~

Carryout
Spaghetti with meat sauce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spaghetti with meat balls . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
S pag h et t'1 w1t
. h w h'1te Ita 1'1an c 1am sauce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ravioli (Homemade) ......................................
Mostacioli with meat balls . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .
no meat balls ..................................
Lasagna ............................................... ~ ..

$1.65
$1.65
$ 2.25
$2.25
$1.95
$1.65
$2.25

Dinina room
$2.25
$2.95
·$ 3.35

j~Jj_Q

$2.95
$2.25
$3.50
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roundball reflections

;::
;;:

I. Who made the most free throws in an NBA season'?
2. What present N BA coach. as a player, made32consecutive points
.
which still stands as a record?
3. Who was the youngest coacti in N BA history'? .
4. What ~l~ye~ wor_1 ro?kie of t.h~ ~ear honors by taking a last place
team and fmtshmg ftrst tn the dtvtston the following year'/
5. Who was the center for the Milwaukee Bucks before Jabbar?
6. When did the New York Knicks win their first NBA title'!
7. Who was the NBA's first great center'/
. ·
8. Name three phtycrs·who have been on both NBA and ABA all-star
squads.
9. .Who won the first "one-on-·onc'; N8A championship'?
10. Who was the New York Knick center before Willis Reed?
ANSWERS·
·.\wiiJlaa Jl"M '01
'JiJ!UB'J qog '6
'POOM.\BH JaJuads puil 'wuq~U!UUn:) -'11!8 '.\JUtg 'IJ!H 'H
'UBll!l-\1 aXJOa~) 'L

.:·.~1: .~

~!:

¥~

HOAGYS

~
~

Steak - includes tomat'o sauce, cheese
onions and tomatos ..................................... $1.65
Gondola.- assortment of Italian lunchmeat,
cheese .. tomato sauce, tomatos,
•
an d Onlonll
. • • .......... , , . , , , . , , , ,·, ..... , .. , , ... , , . , . . . $ 1.65

Italian Sausage sandwiCh

The Xavier University Rugby and encouragement.
The club is looking forward to a
Club opened their spring season in
::::
Dayton Saturday, defeating Miami most promising season, deriving a
~
. great portion of its power from
~
~ Valley Rugby Club.
~
Although down 6-0 at the half, junior Frank Schmitt and senior Bo
l~~j Xavier rugger David Birkett tied the Robisch.
.
game
early
in
the
second
period
with
Next
match
is
March
8th,
against
111i
a 40-yard scoring burst and a two crosstown rival Cincinnati Rugby
1:~: point conversion kick. Oh'i'e.r brother Club.
::::~ Billy Birkett put Xavier in the lead
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
with a successful five-yard try, In the
·
RUGBY SCHEDULE
::::~ final moments of the match, David
(All game times are I p.m. unless
~
Birkett put the win out of reach for otherwise stated.)
Miami Valley with a two-yard try March !-Miami Valley R.F.C.
~
:::: making the final score Xavier 16, (Dayton)
~
Miami 6.
March 9-Cincinnati R.F.C.
!;!;
The newly formed Xavier Rugby March 15-Carling Cup T ournam.
~
:::: Club is under the direction of Coach (Dayton)
»
Brian Brimelow. Brimelow, a new- March 16-Carling·Cup Tourna« comer
to Cincinnati, is a section ment
!:!:
N
:::: manager for General Electric's Ad- March 22-(0pen)
Engineering Department in March 29-Easter Vacation
!!!:N vanced
Evendale .. A graduate of Cambridge March · 30-April 4-(Cherry
::::
University, England, Brian has been Blossom
·
~
~
involved in rugby for over thirty . Tournament; D,C.-tentative) .
!;~ years. Brian's knowledge of the sport
April 12-University of Dayton, . ·
::::
and experience in coaching has been home
~
~
~·
the key factor in the Xavier club's Aprii19-Miami University
!;~
overall
improvement. Mr. Michael
~
April 26-Queen City R.F.C., home
Murphy, a graduate of Xavier, has
::~
May 9-UC R.F.C., home, 6:30
H been instrumental in getting the club p.m.
::~ ·
on its feet by hts continual support
~
·May 17-Cincinnati R.F.C., away
~

::::
:;::

N

:::
:::
~
:::
· :::

Rugby is off and running

~

¥

Dinners include salad and garlic bread
(creamy Italian, French, Thousand Island)
(Blue Cheese :J 0¢ extra)

H
N

~

::

. PLAIN - SAUCE & MOZARELLA CHEESE
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
$1.10

~

~

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE SURREY SQUARE SHOPPING
cENrER
OPEN-10:30 till2:30 Monday thru Friday
1 :00 p.m. till 2:30 a~m. Saturday 8t Sunday
DINNER SERVED UNTIL 10:00 p.m. DAILY
PIZZAS & SANDWICHES SERVED UNTIL 2:30 a.m.
WE ARE JUST 5 MINUTES AWAY FROM XAVIER

EXTRA CHEESE

~
~

I
:~

RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

::::
~

~

...

$1.65
. $ 1.65.

;!;!
,;!;!
•••

:!:!

·

(hot and spicy) ......................................... $1.65
Meatball Hoagy wit.h or without cheese .................... $1.65
Mus hrooms extra .....................•....... :. . . . . . ·. . $.45 ·

:::: ·
::::
~
;:::

$1.65
$1.65

;:::
::::
N
:;:;

FOR· CARRYOUT ORDERS

::::

PHONE 531-4888
FREE DELIVERY TO ALL XAVIER D.ORMS
ON ORDERS OF $10.00 OR MORE

::

~

;i~

j!~
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Xavier New•

Three Xavier intramural basketball
stars share the . ..
By JOHN WOOLARD
JC•IIr N. ., Staff Writer

One 9ft he mainstays of the Xavier
men's I. M. scene this year is Francis
Roche. Frank, as he is commonly
called, ·is a well-known and wellliked senior Business major from
River Forest,lllinois. He is a former
President of the Junior Class and
former student head of our beloved
cafeteria.
Frank has playe.d intramural sports
for all his four years at X.U., being a
member of last year's 5-man basketball champs and this year's 3-man
champs. Roche is an integral part of
this year's O's · Maroders 5-man
team, serving as the team catalyst, a
Ia John Havlichek. Frank, who
played high school ball at Chicago's
Fenwick High School is a rugged
rebounder with good inside moves.
Roche is a strong proponent of
l.M. activities. He is encouraged by
the proposed ·construction of the
new sports facility, citing that it will

He has participated in two championship teams in intramurals
already this year. He also won the intram urals paddle ball doubles championship last year with Jim Tobin.

Kevin O'Hea

He was second baseman on the
Green. Mountain boy's fall softball
champs and a shifty back on the
G.M. boy's A. football champs.
Kevin likes intramural play
because of the quality of competition, making it a "good time for all
involved." The rest of the teams in
the "Second Efforts" schedule are
sure to notice Kevin "Z-guy" O'Hea
as he leaves his m·ark on them ancl
the l]~st_o!..the-"A" irmamural scene.

• • •

Nancy Maloney of the· Hustlers
has been outstanding in women's intramural basketball play. Ms.
Maloney, who averages 14 points a
game, uses her height to her advantage in both scoring and rebounding.
Her ability to swing free under the

Spotlight
basket enables her teammates to feed
the ball· to her .for an easy lay-up. By
getting position on her opponent,
Nancy is able to grab her share of
rebounds.
To the team's good fortune, Joyce
Young, of the Xavier intercollegiate
basketball team, is also a member of
H us tiers. Her experience and court
savvy are a bonus to an already
strong team. The Hustlers have held
their opponents to an amazing total
of only ten points in all games prior
to February 24.
Ms. Maloney, a junior from
Louisville, Kentucky, has also been
awarded an all-star nomination in
flag football, where she led all
receivers in touchdown catches. Her
team, the Stretch Marks, captured
the lntramurals flag football championship, and the Hustlers are playing, Nancy may find another first
place finish not too far off.

Intramural basketball
standings . ..
Women's "A"
HUitlerl
Mother Nature• Way
X-Callber
Shooting Sllra
W.O.T.

Men's Tuesday A (NL)
2-0
2-0
2·1
0-2
0-3

Women's "B"
Thumpera
Drlnkln' Dribbler•
Orange Cruah
5-E•t
L•tAngell

4-0
3-1
a.:1
3-1
1-2
1·3
Q-3
Q-4

Men's Monday A
BUZZirdl
DalyDou~IH

BHcher Tool a Dye
Billa Grilli
Sharp Shootlfl
WolfpiiCk

3-0
2·1
2·1
1-2
1·2
Q-3

Men's Tuesday A (AL)
3-0
2-0
1-2·
0-2
0-2

Men's Monday AA
Kunda Plna
Bid Company
Jerba
0'1 Maroclera
Ohio Playera
Reggamufflna
Alba
P.P.L.era

Rolling Rocka
Marx Br01.
Bllllklna
2nd Effort
Swamp Death a Deatruct. ·

Phi Alpha Phi
Pix lea
Henny Penny a
Buck•·
P.P.L.
Vlrtuea
Dog Breath

3-0
3-0
2·1
1·2
Q-3
Q-3

Men's Thursday A (NL)
JIII'IOCI
Zepherw
Cowboyl
AapldOI
Hot teet
O'M1IIey1 Mugl
Mil fill

3-0
3-0
2·2
2·1
1·3
1·2
Q-4

Men's Thursday A (AL)
3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
1·2
Q-3

Worst Duda Living
Huatlera
8ra11B111
Col. Cuatarda
Zlnn. Ziti
Duck•

3·0
2·1
2·1
2-1
Q-3
Q-3

/

Frank Roche

·help make intramurals a more important element in the student activities. The well-rounded l.M.
·program was commended by the
four-year veteran.
Frank would'very much like to
add another 5-man championship to
his dossier as he and his teammates
·on O's Maroders vie for the AA title
on Monday evenings.

• • •

"Z" in the early Walt Disney days
stood for. the mark of Zorro. In
Tuesday A men'.s intnimurals, it
stands for Kevin O'Hea, called "Z"
by hi!l friends because of his likingfor sleep. He isavitalcogonthe"Se-.
cond Efforts" basketball team. The
"Mighty Mite" from Warren, Ohio,
stands 5'5" and weighs 135, but
makes up for his lack of size with
hustle and determination.
O'Hea is a well-rounded athlete.

Soccer news·...
All men interested in Xavier Intercollegiate Soccer: There will be a
general meeting Monday, March 10
at 2:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Following at 3:00 p.m. will .be
preseason trainil')g.
The spring season opens April
12 against U Dayton Flyers. Any
questions concerning t~e soccer
program should · be directed to
Coach McKinney in the Fieldhouse,
·
2nd floor.

claclaaatl

reds on·
radio
·~~,•.::!~!'!!! ___ ~
I CINCINNATI REDS RADIO .••
MARCH
Sat
a
Sun.
g
Fri.
14
Sat 15
Sun 16
MQn. 17
Tuc. 18
Wed. 19
Thu. 20
F11. 21
5.11. 22
Sun. 23
Mon. 24
Tuo. 25
Wed. 26
Tnu. 27
F11. 28
Sat. 29
Sun, 30
Mon. 31

.

viL:lo~

Plllsburgh P11atos
PittSburgh Puatcs.
Ch~Coli)O Wlutu So~
Boston Red So~t
Detro11 TICJCrs
Now YOlk Mots
Chicago While SO.l .
Naw Yo•k Mots.
Houston Astros . • .
Dctro1t T!!Jc"Js
KansM; City Royiil!l
Dostou Red So.l .
St. Louis Cmdmals
Baltimore Ouolcs . . .
Los Ant)tllcs Dodgers
Now Vorl! Ynnkces
Dclro•t T•g615.
Phii,Hit!IPIUot Philllos .
Detroit T1gcrs.
Phlladc1Ph•o1 Ph•lhcs..

Air Time
.1:00'
.1.05'
... 1.30
. 1:00'
I 05'
1 30
1·30
I :30
. I :30
.1:30
I :05'
. .•. 1:05 •
1:30
. . . . . . 1 30
.. 1:30
1:30
. ...••.. 7:30"
1 05'
. . 1:00'
. ...... 1:30

Now Yolk Mots
Monlri.":JI E.1pos.
DDircll 1•gerr;. . . . .
4 Doslon Oed So11 •.••..
5 Mtnncsola Twins ..

. . . . . . 1:30
.. 130
•• .... 1:30
. 1::!0
..UKI'

APRIL
Tuo.
Wed
Thu.

.I
I

Fri.
S:u.

1
2

J

'''"' ,1(!•'

Light and refreshing...pare grain ·Hadepohl Beer
·.
.
yoa'll never forget the taste.

'"'tom~· 1111 REDSU Rff'OHt," lltt•o•IJ llfDII a/

'-...-~::..~.::b.:.::.:•:...N~·:::.~~:ot~::.~~~:::

"'""'"' to '""

,•.

::.:•_,

uy .• STROH'S, MARATHON OIL

PIPII·COLA, Ill HAfiONAL lANK OF CINTI., ,IIISCH'I
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Who will get the Oscars is anybody's guess
(('ontinued from page 4)

the winner is bound to be an
American dir~ctor.
GODFATHER 11. Fronds Ford
Coppola. Moody photography and
compelling pe.rfOt mances are blended under Coppola's master hand,
and the whole is a great deal more
than the sum of its parts. Unless
members decide to resent Coppola's
past victories and his many 1974
nominations, he will win. Coppola
did a better job, but when politics are
added. Polanski has a better chance.
(TWF))
LENNY, Bob Fqsse. Not a chance,
in this company. Anyway, "Lenny"
was an actor's film.
A WOMAN UNDER THE INFLUENCE, John Cassavetes.
Again, Cassavetes is outclassed by
Polanski, Coppola, and Truffaut.
Further, Academy voters seem to
have a history of hating John
Cassavetes.

film ·has too many weaknesses to
win. Like "Conversation." this
nomination is a bow to a good film.
but nothing more.
THE GODFATHER. PART 11
(Paramount), prod. Coppola, F.
Roose. G. Fredrickson. Ties
"Chinatown" with II nominations.
The other top contender: more
powerful than "C-Town." in fact,
more powerful than the original
God.father. Coppola is competing
with himself, and this film is a sequel;
these factors may lose the award for
this excellent film. (TWF)
THE TOWERING INFERNO
(Fox- Warners), prod. Irwin Allen.
Producers nominated this flick out
of their. astounded respect for Irwin
Allen's accomplishment in coordinating this $14-20 million, fourunit, two-studi.o disaster epic. But in
the hands of the whole membership, BEST ACTOR
it has about as much of a chance as ART CARNEY ('Harry and Tonto"). Sentiment is going to win it for
Robert Wagner got in the film.
Art Carney, just as it won for John
BEST DIRECTOR
Wayne in "True Grit." Only
CHINATOWN, Roman Polanski. difference-Carney did indeed turn
Good acting, tight pacing, and firm in a beautiful performance. (DAH)
control of an elaborate period ALBERT FINNEY ('Murder on the
production make for a sure win for Orient Express"). A strong possibiliPolanski. (DAH)
ty, but Finney's overdrawn
DAY FOR NIGHT, French, Fran- caricature of a French inspector
cois Truffaut. A great film, but with deserves to be eclipsed by the senrecession and resurgence of big- sitive, serious actors represented
studio productions in Hollywood, . elsewhere in this category.

DUSTIN HOFFMAN ("Lenny'} A
strong contender, but either Carney
or Pacino will beat him, with
Nicholson stronger than either. '
AL PACINO ("Godfather II").
Pacino's performance is excellent,
but much of its power obviously
comes from photography and
editing. Ho'Y good wall he really?
That hidden question will probably
kill him.
JACK NICHOLSON ('Chinatown"). Nicholson turned in a top
rate performance which was , ob-.
viously his own. ·on a quality level,
he deserves the award, which he is
almost certain to get. (TWF)
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
FRED AST A IRE ('The Towering
Inferno"). Sentiment-and a pretty
good comic performance-make
Astaire a shoo-in. After his years of
movie service, this is as good a
chance asanytogive himanOscarat
last. (TWF & DAH)
JEFF BRIDGES ('Thunderbolt
and Lightfoot'}. Huh?? Oh well,
next to Clint Eastwood a bag of
pretzels would look like it was acting
its heart out.
ROBERT DE NIRO
MICHAEL V. GAZZO
LEE STRASBERG(AII"Godfather
II"). De Niro (as young Vito) a~d
Strasberg (as Hyman Roth) both
turned in electric performances, but
it's always bad business to have 1so
many people competing in : a

category from one film.

BEST ACTRESS
.
ELLEN BURSTYN ('Alice Doesn't
Live Here Anymore'}. An easy second, but the extreme newness of her
film works against her.
DIAHANN CARROLL ("Claudine"). A nice performance, but the
nomination is ·more based on its being the first realistic portrayal of a
typical black woman's Jife-style than
on its own excellence. '
FAYE DUNAWAY ("Chinatown'1.
Nicholson stole too many of her
Once again, these are not the
scenes; further, her .part· wasn't all winners; merely Dave Hayes' and my
that big anyway.
own evaluations of who might win.
VALERIE PERRINE ('Lenny").
If we're wrong, you're welcome to
The winner, ladies an' gentlemen! A hunt us down and castigate us
. bombshell performance ranging with stoic severity after the awards .
from classy broad to marginal · come out.
One category you didn't see up
neurotic guarantees this unknown a
gold statuette. (TWF & DAH) ·
there (and probably never will again)
GENA ROWLANDS ('A Woman is Best Visual Effects. Special Effects
Under the Influence"). Strong, but was closed as a category in 1971 (the
Perrine and Burstyn easily outdid winners were L. B. Abbott and A. D.
her.
Flowers, for ~Tora Tora Tora"). In
1972; a Special Award for Visual
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Effects Achievement was voted
INGRID BERGMAN ('Murder on without nominations by the AM-,
the Orient Express"). A blockbuster PAS Board of Governors-and
performance; and' a sentimental given to L. B. Abbott and A. D.
favorite as well. Bet her to win. Flowers, for "P.oseidon Adventure."
(TWF & DAH)
In spite of contenders like "Live and
VALENTiNA CORTESE ('Day Let Die" and "Zardoz", no award
For Night"). A good performance, was given in 1973. This year, not
but .. good isn't good enough when even the rush of disaster films could
faCing the quality and sentiment induce the Governors to open
nominations. The award was voted
Bergman has on her side:
directly to Albe;t Whitlock, Robert
Brendel. and Clifford Stine for
EARTHQUAKE-probably to prevent the blamed thing from once
again going to L. B. Abbott and A.
D. Flowers for THE TOW.ERING
INFERNO ..
The awards will finally be
presented in early April-and that's
when we'll all get together and compare batting averages.
·

Roam around
Europe all summer
-for$180.

A Student-Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class rail
/
travel through .13 European countries.
Buy one, we'll give you a map, and where you go next is your own
·
business.
All we'll say is that European trains are a sensational·way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland.
\
100,000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions. Our trains are fast, modern, convenient, clean
and comfortable.
And you'll discover there's very.little second class about
Second Class. You can sleep in a couchette for only $6.00 a night. And
if you want to eat on a budget, inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can even take a cruise on the Rhine, if you like. Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers. and hydrofoils. It also offers you substantially reduced fares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach.
.
And how's this for travel convenience? Many rail stations
offer bikes for rental, and it's possible to pick up a bike at
· one station and drop it off at another.
All you need to qualify is to be a full-time student
under 26. There's just one catch: You 'must buy your
Student-Railpass here before yoi.J'take' off. They're ·
not for sale in Europe.
·
If you have less time to travel,
or want to travel First Class, consider
Eurailpass. A two-week pass costs
$130. Three-week pass costs $160.
One month, $200. Two months, $270.
Three months, $330. ·
Don't wait. It could be the
trip of your life. See your Travel Agent or
clip the coupon and we'll send you ..
all the facts.

Please send me your free
D Student-Railpass folder
D Eurailpass folder .
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Looking
from page 5

Special bands
·at Tucker's

Prices subject to change.

City

Tom Flynn, Dave Hayes

Philistine hands, which have·
remodeled in classic Sears, Roebuck
Tudor .. There is in addition a SO¢
cover charge, the cheapest draft is
Black Label at 65¢ a (small) glass,
and patrons are inflicted with novelty cocktail napkins. But all is worth
it for what generally is the best live
bluegrass in town; if you really care
for it, you must at least once hear
Appalachian Grass. The clientele
range from authentic freaks to
· stereotypical transplanted country
folk; King's Row is a great spot to
drink beer, listen to fine music, and
watch everyone else through a
shroud of smoke.
.
-A.B.

_.,..L.._..._,._

STUDENT•RAILPASS

MADELINE KAHN ('Blazing
Saddles"). A beautiful comic performance, but there'll be doubts as to
how much of it was hers and how
much of it belonged to Mel Brooks.
DIANE LADD ('Alice Doesn't Live
Here Anymore"). See comments on
Ms. Cortese.
TALIA SHIRE ('Godfather II'}.
Very small appearance; anyway, it
was a reprise. of her "Godfather"
character. Powerful, .but not a real
contender.
·

ZiP•----

The price of one trip could pay for all of Europe.

Friday, Ma'rch 7, the ·first of a
· series of special live-band performances at Tucker's Tavern will
debut. Brenda' K'night, a junior, is
arranging this series, hopefully to
provide live music twice a month, ·if
attendance and door receipts ·will
support the program adequately.
A feature of the band for Friday,
and for the series ifthe program does
work out, will be that the bands will
~chosen to provide music that "will
draw together black and white
students," according to Knight. She
explained that she will not look for
black bands necessarily, but for any
· group that does "get-down music."
Recalling the popularity of the "24Carat Black" that appeared in the
cafeteria earlier this year, Knight
pointed out that a "variety of music
to appeal to both groups" might
provide a new and unique kind of
social happening at Xavier.
These bands will not b.e brought in
to replace live music already provided at Tucker's, but in addition to
other groups, by special arrangement with Shamrock Food Service,
which administers programming at
the Tavern.
.
XIVier NIWI

Dyblcz
from page 3

Heller
from page 3:

much less effectual than it could· be, quitable by Heller because it is unduand that there is very little concern ly inflationary iii nature and it
for the students .of Xavier.
·. creates an across-the-board burden
Wfhey are so involved in being a on all energy consumption. AccorStudent Government, which actual- ding to Heller, gasoline consumply has no place at Xavier, that the tion is the ·prime area of waste and
students themselves receive little should be attacked directly.
consideration: You can't see the
Heller, an economist of Interforest for the trees," he said. "I'd national prominance, is currently
rather be involved in helping Xavier l»resident of The American
students in a more effectual way."
Economic Association and .a con-·
Dybicz told the News that he has tributing editor of the Wall Street
no plans to run for Student Senate Journal as well as being a member of
next year.
the Time magazine board of
economists. His appearance at
Xavier was part of the O'Brian lecture series and came to Xavier
through the cooperation· of Dr.
Thomas Hailstones, Dean of the
Russo (I), O'DonoghUe (2), and College of Business Administration
Schmitt (3); and Kuhlman- and Dr. Frank Mastrianna, chairDiamond (1), Dybicz (2), Hudgins man of the Economics Department.
(3), Strayhorne (4), Madigan (S),
and Younger (6).
.
Julie O'Donoghue had two other
items for discussion. The first was a
request for student participation in
the teacher/course evaluations of
core courses, which might be expanded to the business core. ·
.
The other was directed to PresiThe casting is excellent and the
dent McCaffrey-why has no chair- .cast is truly professional. The dozen
man been named for the Speakers' plus actors work superbly together
Bureau? Sen. O'Donoghue was fore- to keep a brisk, light-hearted pace.
ed to resign the position in
The set, lighting, and costumes are
December, and no replacement has· equally well done. The obvious
been named. His response was that attention to detail makes it that
Charlie Fallon, his original choice, much easier for the audience to prohad been found objectionable by ject themselves into the 1941 setting;
many students, and that he couldn't · The play runs through March 16th
find a capable replacement.
·
and tickets at reasonable prices are
The only other motion on the available. When you have to pay
agenda, an as-yet-unknown three and a half dollars to see garproposal by Tom Madigan concer- bage like "Freebie and the Bean," the
ning XU News editorials, was Playhouse is a welcome alternative.
dropped by Sen. Madigan. until a
future date.
-Kevin M. McGraw

Senate
from. page 3

Arsenic
from page 4

For THURSDAY, MARCH 6
Auto .Mechanics Course: 2:30 at
Breen Lodge
"How to Make the Most of the Interview:" 3:30 in the Terrace Room.

Sugflr
Reading Road

'n Spice
~t

Victory Parkway

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PL~ASURE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT.LATE
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINC-INNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING "BREAKFAST
_ WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.

For MONDAY,· MARCH 10
Residence Hall Staff Applications:
Last Day.
For TUESDAY, MARCH 11

Economics Club Dinner
Det.te Team Meeting: 7.:..._9 in the
For F#fiiDA Y, MARCH 7
Regis Room.
XU Players: ''hnportance of Being . Sailing Club Meeting: 7-9 in the
Earnest," 8:00 in the Theater .
Fordham Room.
Chemis~y Seminar:: I :30-3:00 in
·the Cash Room.
For WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12
Clef Club Concert: Villa Madonna .
.For SATURDAY, MARCH B
All Business Majors: Come to Breen
XU Players: "Importance of Be~ng Lodge ·for a Brown Bag Lunch, at
Earnest," 8:00 in the Theater.
1:30.
Computer Club Meeting: Talk by
For SUNDAY, MARCH 9
Dr. Delaney and a Movie; "InformaXU Players: "Importance_ of Being tion Explosion," 2:10 in 207 Alter
Earnest," 8:00 i~ the Theater.
Hall.

TONIGHT
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

A representative
will be an the campus

WEDNESDAY

THE
FLYING
DUTCHMAN
OF SPACE
presents
EPISODE #23
..THE CUR.E"
10:30 pm
on

· WVXU-FM 91.7

MARCH 19, 1975

· to discuss qualifications far
advanced study at

AMIII CAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and jab opportunities
in the field of
INTONATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

OFFICE 9F PLACEMENT &
STUDENT AID
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird C1mpus
Glend1le, Arlzon1 85306
Thurad•y, March 6, 11175

HA88AN MOTOR8, INC.
3813 MONTOOMi:RY ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHio:) 411818
83t-ISISOO

.

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with Identification cards.

Cincinnatians
Are PrOud of
Their Beet!

Qincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital
in America, is known throughout the world
·as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you
find better brewed beer..
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer.
It's good busine~s.
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL • BREWERY WORKERS, LOCALS 199
AND 12 • ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS, AND MACHINISTS
Cincinnati, Home of the International Brewery Workers Union
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The Dorin Survey

Qbinion

With the emergence this week of the Dorm Survey, the Xavier
Community will be forced to face, for.the first time on a large scale,
the desperate situation which exists here in our college homes.
Initially, the Student Life Committee which has developed, distributed, and will compile the facts of this survey should be con-.
gratulated. However, the fact has rearisen that all institutions at
Xavier, be they administrative or student, lack the necessary initiative
to look beyond next week's or next year's budget planning, or the
next election, in order to deal with the prt5blems-such as dormitory
life-eating a way at the non-political or non-financial essences of ~he
Xavier Community.
·
That such a survey exists is credit enough for those behind it, and,
once again, the truth is evident that only independent, studentinitiated forces ever decide to face up to the massive problem which
effects mainly the morale at Xavier among its chief assets, its
students.
. Idealistically, widespread benefits will evolve from a frank answer-·
ing of this survey by the student, and an intelligent mature handling
of its results by those in the position to affect any positive change. The
survey itself, however, has to deal with such critical problems of dorm
living as: the living atmosphere; the developing and maintaining of
personal human relationships; and the developing of the human person on a social level. It must refrain from merely gathering data for
the sake of data.
There can be no· doubt that a gathering of essential data for future.'
positive reforms in the dorm is drastically needed. For too long pre~
sent dorm policy has been based solely on personal hearsay evidence
reported by those under policy-making administrators. A gathering
of relevant facts and trends could only help to improve the output of
positive reforms from such institutions as Student Development, the
Department of Housing, and Student Senate.
The -reservation behind such a survey is obvious. To be honest,
certain facts which can only serve to fuel reactionary changes further
degenerating the condition of don~ life should be handled by the
committee with the utmost care and prudence, or given· a no comment
by the student.
·
With this reservation noted, the Xavier News wishes the committee
success in the positive use ·of its findings. Students should in turn
realize, that given proper care and use this survey can not help but imprqve dormitory life,' and we urge frankness and. speed in filling it out.

Volunteers in-action
"To serve with love" -it would make a great story, especially if
Xavier students were doing it.
Yet Student Volunteer Service (SVS) d"Qes not show itself as a
powerful force at Xavier. Its presence shimmers under an apparent
power shortage.
It is true that the current campus mid-70's mood. emphasizes quiet
participation and steady dedicationjn sociat·activities by a few concerned individuals. Noisemakers. are definitely out. This is so
different from the stirring 60's when student volunteer action was the
way to display your concern with community needs.

But the visibility of a student organiz~tion orientated toward service and openly welcoming community service is sorely needed. It is
not so much the question of asking where all the SVS programs have
gone ~ but rather what worthwhile areas can students devote their
time and energies to, and are they presently doing this to the maximum participation?
SVS is "loosely" organized this year; it is too loose. Initiative is
largely left up to the individual volunteer. Leadership is low-keyed,
membership is low: .. about 30 people.
Meager but steady volunteer progra,ms operate at Millvale, Saint
Mark's, and Appalachia; A few one-person programs exist, but for
the most part, SVS is neither pushed nor publicized.
Although a handful of volunteer workers. diligently burn their
voluntary · oils, a bushful of could-be and perhaps would-be
volunteers know nothing of SVS programs. They ought to be told.
SVS needs fresh input, t?oth in terms of personnel and in terms of
programs. The organization should not simply run out their established' programs that were initiated a few years bac.k. Continued
and progressive revitalization is necessary.
Kid Day, for example, was, three years ago, a startling new idea in
Xavier social involvement. Three years and three Kid Days later, the
idea is still good, but innovation could make greater improveme.nt.
There has yet to materialize a Kid Day follow up,· student interest
only splurges for a day.
·
The existence of St~dent Volunteer Services is an asset to the un. iv~rsity. Its activity ought to be seen and felt by all.

CCE.Dean
responds to
article

audience was quite enthusiastic the present one, who, despite
about the early parts oft his segment, organizational ability and apparent
which were mildly sick but definitely. good rapport with the necessary per- ·
sons, can't seem ·to deal with his
humorous.
Then came Mr. Tact himself, peers-even when the university
Doug McGrath. With two segments pays him $40fweek to do so.
Thank you for a fairly objective
to go-the funniest of the fourpresentation of the College of Con·
Ray
Lebowski
.McGrath, who had previously told
Thomas E. Madigan tinuing Education's "Operation
the actors they had reasonably un·
Charles Bentley Full-Time~. I would, h~wever, like
limited time, ordered the skits
Timothy Gannon to correct a conclusion you draw.
cancelled and threatened to cut off
Bill Stinson near the end of your article from
all .the power·. After spending class
Thomas
W. Flynn statistical data on class enrollment in
money on a wheel-chair and a few
the day divisions. Remember that
bags of White Castles (to be used in
Bacon has cautioned that,.a little
the skits), the act was cancelled
knowledge is a dangerous thing. You
This past Saturday night, the se· halfway through.
presuppose that the data showing 2cond night of Mardi Gras, produced
5 CCE students in day classes means
You can imagine the embarrassa spectacle which embarrassed the ment caused by this, especially to
that these students are drawn from
entire class of '77 in general, and the Tom "Schottelkotte" Madigan and
the "Operation· Full·Time" ex·
undersigned and others in par- Charles "Non" Burns, who were left
·elusively; or, at least, your article.
ticular. The incident was the standing on the stage with nothing to
gives this impression. In fact, there
cancellation of several variety skits do. Despite encouragement from the
· 1·
I'
are many· adult students registered
T 0 the sophmore c ass...... m throug h tue
u CCE h
scheduled during rest breaks for the audience, they were forced to stop
w ocould meet, or
band. The person responsible was the act. McGrath, naturally, avoided sorTry ~ h t
.
·
wh
was
in
some
cases
already met, the
o t e s age manager.... o
our "esteemed" Social Committee the participants. Quite a time later, . to have
held the productio'n to one regular day division admission re·
chairman. Doug McGrath.
he surfaced and "apologized" for his hour ....and then left me holding the quirements. These are persons, who,
Briefly, this is what happened: inexcusable action. Up to three bag after I hour and 20 minutes with because of their work schedules or
McGrath asked some students to weeks of work were cancelled for no many people who wanted the band other outside obligations, must take
help him with the breaks. All those . apparent reason. Later, he took the . to resume playing ..... l·leave yoti the some of their college work during
wha participated received only free microphone to mix· a mumbled
regular daytime hours. These are ineluded in your 2-5 data.
admission-nothing more. apology with sundry an· peace of your annominity.
To the people who agreed to stay·· · Ju~t for the record, to show you
Schedules fluctuated wildly, but the nouncements.
for clean-up I wish to thank the one how misleading' statistical data can
segments were· finally presented (up
be, I have randomly selected 10 night
McGrath's action was inexcusable who did ..... Rich Russo.
. to 85 minutes late) in some sort of
order until the "AI Schottelkotte from our point of view. We would
Doug McGrath . ·.courses offered by the ~ CCE and
·News" se~ments. went on. The prefer a soeial chairman with tact to
StX:ial Chairman checked enrollment figures~ _In these

etters

The great
Mardi Gras
hassle ...

...the hassler's
response
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10 .courses there is a total of 220
students or a c~ss average of 22.
Registered are 68 day division
students, for a class average of6.8 or
approximately 31 per cent of the
total enrollment. One really cannot
draw conclusions from such data.
Best wishes for contin'\led good
editions of the X.U. News!
R. H. Helmes
Dean, College of.
Continuing Education

Sees request
for funding
as inconsistent
. just a brief reaction to theZoo U.
News request for financial backing
from the university: it seems
ridiculously inconsistent for the attacker to ask the victim to help pay
for the knife!
Perhaps an ~underground" paper
i~ needed on. the XU campus, but I
would offer the anonymous writers
two suggestions: . I) Improve the
journalistic quality of the paper so
that it truly reflects student opinion,
instead of petty individual gripes. 2)
Have the consistency to be fully independent of the institution you are
. attacking.
MIMi Heile
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Aloha and Farewell
By Tom Flynn
"Nothing is cheaper than old glories," I
observed. ''It's the present that we're concern·
ed with ..." -Roger Zelazny
Dearly beloved, we are gathered here to
mourn the passing of Xavier University, one
of m!lnY nondescript, "me-too" academies
plowed under during the pre-fusion energy
crisis and the adjustments to a stable
American population. To her friends, Xavier·
was a constant companion; to her students, a
lifelong inspiration; and to her alumni, an
eternal source of pleas for money. Yet all that
is behind us now. Traffic flows down Herald
from Dana to Ledgwood where once there
stood a Student Mall; the Audobon Society
has begun tearing out the cavernous North
Parking Lot, and· the gentle contours of the
Norwood Wildlife Preserve are already
emerging; and the Avondale dogs are seeking
another place to roam at night.
In the clarity of hindsight, it is easy to trace
Xavier's demise, steadily advancing through
twenty years of the crystalline past. Yet to
many of her contemporaries, the last throes of
Xavier must have seemed abrupt indeed. As
late as September 26 of 1974, the then-editor
of the student paper dared to declare in print
his conviction that "Xavier University will sur·
vive." It was ·a very comforting thought, a
friendly bulwark in whose shadow the
wayward soul might seek solace in bad times.
It was crisp, simple, reassuring, the handiwork
of a man whose working familiarity with
English grammar and syntax was almost
beyond question. It had the strident ring of
Revealed Truth. (Of course, that same Editor
grant~4 a .t:egular . foru~. t~ _an alr~ady
dangerously cynical. so-called "humorist"
whose recent escapades are known and
abhorred by all decent people. Ah, hindsight.)
Yet many students believed this ers~while
Editor, and even shared his thoughts. What a
shock it must have been to them to open their
mail that Christmas break and read that there
would never be another homecoming to
come home to.
It is not as if Xavier wt:re unique in her
tragic fate, of course;'it was but one of many
Ameri~an schools forced to throw in the

towel, swing shut the ivied gates, and kick the
stone lions off the library steps. Half a hundred small colleges and universities cut expenses unto oblivion during this period,
somewhat like a I SO-pound man who observes
a ten-pound-a-week diet for fifteen weeks.
Nor should we look askance or with jaun·
diced beration at the administrators whose
pens endorsed the documents of receivership.
Xavier's demise was not the result of administrative conservatism, nor the conse·
quence of a dearth of academic innovation,
nor the outcome of a failure to draw a rigid
line and there stand upon principles. The loss
of Xavier University was simply the American
economy's way of sloughing off educational
facilities for which there was no further need.
We all recall the painful readjustments
which we -as a people suffered when the
American population stabilized.· One must
keep in mind that for colleges, this period was
doubly hard, coinciding with American·
rediscovery of the blue-collar trades and the
technical high school. We had universities
enough to accodomate Baby Boom populations at.the height of the Vietnam War; is it
any wonder that the combination of America's
realization that we had too many chiefs and
too few Indians, and the sudden shrinking of
the eligible Indian population, caused a third
of America's university seats never to be sat in
again?
Yes, Xavier was a casualty of the bitter survival sweepstakes that set small universities
across America at one another's throats, grab·
~ing at the heady carrot of continued existence. Yet higher education today is better
off (or this ruthless paring- whatever personal regret we may feet at Xavier's departure,
one thing must be admitted in candor and
honesty: old XU deserved to go broke.
It is distasteful to speak ill ofthe dead, particularly at times like this. Yet perhaps, in our
·bereavement we can glean some bright nugget
of information which to help other institutions
steer clear of the rocky shoals where Xavier
ran aground. In its time, Xavier tried the impossible: in trying to compromise versatility
with comprehensibility, in attempting to tay
claim to a nonexistent twilight zone 'twixt
friendly compactness and comprehensive
scope, Xavier managed to make of herself an
' institution that did everything-on a scale too
small to be significant. Yet this very
characteristic gave old-time Musketeers a feel·
ing of happy security. They forgot that ap·
parent security should not have been confused
with real security. Of course, those same
. students,. one must remember, managed to.
confuse Xavier Security with real security, as
well. But that is a eulogy in itself.
In its time, Xavier was widely loved. It never
wanted for apologists to raise high its tattered
banner. These dedicated souls were known
across the land for the enthusiasm with which
they sang their praise of the four virtues of
Xavier: its unsurpassed cameraderie, its spirit
of Christian community, its rich liberal
academic tradition, and its ·unique standing as
a University diversified yet manageable.
And certainly we all remember with

nostalgia the rich cameraderie, the shared
friendships, the close-knit alcoholism which
epitomized the very soul of Xavier life, all of
which derived from Xavier's compact size.
Yes, Xavier was always small enough to be
human-just as she was always too small to .
support a colorful "college ghetto" of shops
and clubs. And therin lay the reason for
Xavier's hard-lived friendliness: .that emotion
whose sharing all alumni remember-the .
empty desperation of having nothing to do.
Yet Xavier was more than a watering-spot
for well-to-do drunks; it was much more than
that. Yes, Xavier was a watering-spot for well·
to-do Christian drunks. And that, gentle
friends, made all the difference in the world.
Xavier's rich authenticity of existence in
Christian commitment (or was that Xavier's
Christian authentically committed rich·
existence?)-fostered an atmosphere where
each individual was guided to an enlightened,
reasoned Christian faith. Though not every
student was thus enraptured, from time to
happy time during Xavier's spangled lifetime a
student would feel the glow of true Christian
inspiration and life-commitment. During this
same period, there were also several total
eclipses of the moon.
But such principled existence was not the
cause of Xavier's demise: no, Xavier was
sentenced by the verdict of a secular education
market-and executed by its headlong rush to
join that mainstream when all was already
lost.
There is stilt more to examine before we can
lay down the fabric of Xavier's spirit and
decide the weaving is through; there is Xavier's
rich tradition in. the liberal arts. More than
anything, perhaps, liberal education was the
determiner, that factor which predestined the
exact manner of Xavier's fall: by being a
typical liberal arts shcool, like. any other,
Xavier assured that its survival would depend
on its teachings in the esoteric disciplines of
physical and preternatural seience.
And there, dear friends-for is it not a
wor8e injustice to speak puerile white lies
about the dead where honesty may benefit the
living'?-there we see the cause of Xavier's true
fall. Though its enrollment never exceeded six
thousand, Xavier University in its heyday liv·
ed up to the university name. It offered thirty·
1
one different majors to 2,000-3,000 un· ·
dergraduates, accompanied by a similar
number of graduate concentrations-all of.
which was divided among four colleges.
Granted that the College of Continuing
Educati9n was a mere polite fiction permitting
Xavier to possess another college by thus
dignifying night classes; granted that the
enrollment of the Business College was
smaller than that of some urban high schools;
granted that the average Xavier College would
barely be considered large enough to qualify
as a separate Department on many campuses:
granted all of this, it is nevertheless true that
Xavier's friends were thoroughly capable of
touting this incredible fragmentation as one
of Xavier's advantages-without so much as
the tiniest trace of a snicker. Does this not- I
ask you, dear friends-does this not drive

home the true injustice ofthe fact that noCin·
'cinnatian has ever recieved an Academy
Award for acting?
If anything was the cause of Xavier's un·
timely pappage from this mortal coil at the
hands of the slings and arrows of blood, sweat,
toil, and tears, it was this: the barely credible
proliferation of academic disciplines thrust
upon so small a student body, which almost
assured that no single department could ever
muster enough resources to become
academically significant.
Let us sit down a moment, gentle friends;
choke back your rampant emotions, your
bitter tears, your haunting regret. Do not ask
whether I am hurling blame, and leap up to
defend those administrators who you imagine
I have so foully maligned on this most somber
of occasions, for I assure you I hold no one
responsible for this. It was the only course the
secular economics of the era would permit for
Xavier to develop in the way that it did, and
the same mindless economics required its
demise at a late time when colleges were not
·
lacked in such profligacy.
Indeed, there is only one choice made by a
recent Xavier adminstration which had not
by ruthless cirbeen pre-determined
cumstance, which is to this day yet open to
challenge. Yet I believe that Xavier's recent
decision to relax the theological and
philosophical curricula and accept govern·
ment ai!i and abbettment was sensible and
just. Though one might have foreseen that
neither UC or OS U would need an illegitimate
branch office so constructed in such a toea·
tion; though one might havt: expected that the
state universities would close down and sell off
the Xavier campus as an executive on a budget
would sell his summer cottage in order to free
more funds for the proper upkeep of his
ancestral mansion-would the alternative
have been better?
As I survey this sea of mourning faces, I can
sense in the aspects of many the bitter conviction that, had Xavier refused to surrender its
Catholic essence, ,it might still be in operation
today. And perhaps so. There might still be a
small Jesuit business college or graduate
·school operating in at least a few of the
buildings between Ledgewood and Victory
(how mocking a name!) But such a piteous
enterprise would'be a mockery of the glory
which, for a time at least, was indeed Xavier
University.
No, Xavier University is dead, forever gone
from us. When it was needed, it served in the
highest traditions of the academic calling; and
when it was not needed, it died with a greater
measure of dignity than one might have
predicted for the place. But we are gathered
here to mourn the passing of Xavier Universi· ·
ty; by our presence we acknowledge the finali·
ty of its end. Oo not in. your inner heart try to
bring it back, but rather bask in the knowledge
that it served well and died gallantly.
Rest in peace, Xavier University! Though
your departure is not regretted, your presence
wilfatways be missed.

Black students feel
dissatisfied but
willing to
work oUt· problems~.

.

Antonio Johnson,
Afro-American Student Association
President: "Whiteblack relationships
just appear smooth
on the surface."

Commentary by Mary Henkel
In the first two parts of this series
on blacks at Xavier, the News has
attempted to grant. a forum to the
black administrators and teachers to ·
express the underlying stresses and
problems that they perceive in the
experience of blacks at Xavier.
The observations of these black ·
staff members have tended to point
up the same thing that Antonio
Johnson, senior, Pre'sident of the
Afro-American Student Association, said in an interview: "White·
. black relationships just appear
smooth on the surface."
·
Another student active in AASA,
Brenda Knight, pointed out a lack of
leadership since the graduation of
the large group of black upperclass
students last year-the ·group that
included Leon Henderson, Amelia
Tucker, Michael Baskett and Alicia
Coggins among others. This group,
she feels, was responsible for making
a black voice and presence more
notable at Xavier. (The 26 blacks in
their graduating class represented
ThuNftr,'M81'111 I, 1171

,,

the largest group to date.) .
"Black students are dissatisfied,"
Knight says. "We're still largely ig·
nored; to be heard, maybe we have to
... make a ruckus."
Similarly, Johnson says that "Ac·
tivism is toned down. But there may
still be undertones." Yet the AASA
president felt that "nothing has come
to the point where positive action
has to be taken."
Knight also expressed reser·
vations about the reception of frank
remarks about the status of blacks.
"Just because you're outspoken,
white peopte·wilt call you 'militant.'
They used to call you a 'crazy nigger'
if you spoke out.''
.
The culture gap between whites
and blacks is the main source of
black alienation at Xavier .. From the
very central· part of student
experience-the classroom
experience-to such aspects as.
music preference (seemingly simple,.
butable to become politicallycharg·
ed), black students mar be con·
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fronted with difficulties not faced by
the typical majority student. "People
will say, 'So black students have
pro!Jlems--so does everybody else.'
But it's not the same,,. Brenda
Knight points out .
Among reasons that it is "not the
same," the News would like .to
suggest, is that we are speaking here
of about tOO students, nearly 6% of
the undergraduate enrollment. · If
there.· are prevalent problems and
dissatisfactions in such a minoritysmall but considerable in terms of
human potential-that could con·
ceivably be worked out, then efforts
in that direction will benefit both
groups involved by widening our
perspectives and deepening our

•!

derstanding.
White students and staff at
Xavier, coming from an often
homogeneous, white, middle-class,
Roman Catholic background, may
easily be unaware of the basis of the
complaints of blacks at Xavier.
Because this atmosphere may be
quite comfortable for the majority,
irritation and lack of understanding
at minority unrest or criticisms are
unfortunately prevalent.
The fact that Xavier's blacks are
not merely dissatisfied, but wilting to
make positive efforts to work with
the institutions here, is important.
Johnson refers to his recent letter of
support to the Student Senate a·nd.
the possibility of the black caucus

emerging here as "positive moves":
one in the direction of working more
with other organizations that in·
elude the whole community, the
other a move toward greater unity
among the blacks.
The key points here are recogni·
tion and willingness .to keep cool,
open, and sincere in the effort to
achieve more positive black-white
relations at Xavier. A complacency
that flares all too fast into tension
when the boat is rocked has been the .
pattern here. More than a grudging
tolerance is necessary. from the white
majority on this campus; b·lacks' efforts toward positive interaction and
communication must be met at least
halfway.
~... 11
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Financial ·_
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College of Arts and Sciences or
Business Administration are eligible.
Those ..who wish to apply for aid
must corttact the dean or assistant
dean in their respective colleges (Fr.
Felten or Fr. Kennealy in Arts and
Sciences, Dr. Hailstones or Dr.
Hayes in Business Administration)
by May 16 for fall semester, 1975,
and December 17 for spring
semester, 1976. Thedeanorassistant
dean will review the student's
planned schedule, and if he thinks
that it is truly in the best interest of
the student to take a reduced load, he
will sign a form, which will be received by the Office of Placement and
Student Aid. Without this form, the
student will not be eligible for
assistance.
. Of the group of students who have
recommendations from their dean,
money will be awarded on the basis
of financial need. For this reason,
the Xavier Financial Aid Application Fprm, including a Parents' Con-.
fidential Statement for dependent
students, will h~ve to be filled out by
all students desiring aid.
·
While one does not have to colitact the dean until May 16, Pollock
that
their

The ........ II a

cleeelflld eacllon

available to lludlnll. faculty,llld llaff ol XIVIar
Un~. Adllhouldnotaxceact-..nl)lword•

and muatllelllbmlttldlnwrltlng atltlaUnivll'll- ·
Ill C.nMrlftfaimallon 0.11 clo 'rile 1t8111 .....
no Iatif tllan ltla~p~ingpubllcatlon.
~•.·ld wMI lie ,..,..... .un... r•ubWANTED: A car, compoct or sub-compoct, standard
· or automatic. Call Dick at 745-3806, 00167.
1967 fORD: Automatic, new
AOJ68.
REfRIGERATOR:
ROJ69.

application forms by March 21 to Grant (for Ohio residents-only), the
allow ample time for processing; Basic Opportunity Grant, workalth'ough applications will be· study jobs, and the National Direct
accepted after this date. Interested Student Loan.
students should obtain the forms at
the Placement and Student Aid Office.
Mr. Pollock said that every effort
will be made to give the maximum .
grant to each student, as far as this is
possible. The maximum grants are
as follows: for a student taking I 2
The Survey hopes to present a fachours, $228; for 13 hours, $172; for tual pictu~e of dormitory students'
14 hours, $116. Award letters would life-styles, and to dispel any myths
be sent out, Pollock stated, that presently surround them.
"hopefully by the end of May."
Fallon emphasized that
Pollock also wished to point out professionals will assist in the
that at the same time that the process of evaluating the surveys.
students' forms are processed for the .The students on the Committee will
Senior Assistance Program; the of- function primarily to gather the
fice will check whether the student is necessary infromation.
eligible for any other assistance, s.uch
Once the survey has been ·comas the Ohio Instructional Grant. . piled and e·valuated, the Committee
Thus thC: benefits of applying for the plans to inake its recommendations
Senior Assistance Program are at a to the Student Development Office,
the Housing Director and the Unpremium.
Mr. Pollock also urged all iversity Senate. Such . recommenstudents, not just seniors, to fill out dations would be based on the Comthe Xavier Financial Aid application mittee's appraisal of any inadeform if they felt the need. There are quacies in dormitory living revealed
.
many studen~s, he said, who are by the survey statistics. ·
The survey itself, in Fallon's
eligible for assistance but who do not
receive. it only becaus.e they have not words, ''will not attempt to make
applied. Among the forms of aid value judgments" but ''will be a tool
available are the Ohio Instructional which can be used to make the dor-

-Dormitory
for page 1

Even though no one knows much
about Dave, not even his name, he
was missed by the people he works
with and probably by thirsty fans in
the stands. Dave doesn't have much
of a formal arrangement with Cin_cinnati Concession. He simply
shows up,.takes the coke and sells it.
Beyond that Dave the Coke Man is a
mystery.
Had Dave indeed gone over to the
other· side to sell for Gale (maybe
they · promised a new vending
holder)? Whatever the case this
reporter intends to track down
"Dave the Coke Man;" It's a sure bet
that he'll be at the last game oft~
goes into the stands to 5eu food and _season against Cleveland State-at
drinks. Dave could have an·easy job least, he has the odds in his favor.
behind the counter, but the money
isn't what he's after. According to
Jack· Burns, "He just wants to be in
the. crowd, with the people."
Dave has been known to travel30
Students interested in applying for
miles or more to vend with the the editorship of the Xavier News for
prospect of making little more than a 1975-76 should pick up a copy of
buck, but he still does it. Because of "Guidelines for the Preparation of
his small frame it would seem that an Editorial Po~cy for the Xavier
doing all that moving up and down News" at the University Center Insteps, good ol' Dave might pass out fonnation Desk.
but Jack Burns has seen him carry as
Editorial policies must be returnmany as 4 cases of beer at once into ed to the Information Desk by
the stands. "I miss the son of a gun. I . March. Applicants wiU then· be
was looking for him myself," Jack scheduled for interviews with the
Burns said last Monday.
University Publications Committee
during the week of March 23.
mitory a better place to live." It
hopes to replace hearsay with fact as
the key element in the determination
of dormitory programming and
·
policy.
The_ Committee intends to ensure
the confidentiality of the surveys.
Any question on the survey may be
passed by if a student (eels uncomfortable in responding to it.

Dave
from page 1

-Wanted:
an editor

Every vet's completed
balfof
ROTC.
Nowconsiderthe last half.
It's a better deal!

tire•. Call 381·3402.

60", $40.00.

Call 531·5240.

PERSONAL: Weather Repon; Cloudy over my heart,
rainy my eyes, fog covers my mind, but the sun still·
shines on my love! MOI70.
MATH TUTORING: free, 12:30-1:30, Monday
through friday in Alter 314. Make applicationo at the
Univ. Center.
Eco., Ate., fiNANCE STUDENTS: Bring a brown
bag lunch to Breen Lodsc March 12. You Will enjoy
it.
ROD: lfthe Zoo gels money, we want some too,' Cam·
pus Ministry.
"
POPCORN IS NOW BEING SERVED alona with
wild camarademc at the f...., University F= Film,
Thunday, 8:00 p.m. at the B=n lodge. March 6:the
classic Flahcny documentary Man of Aran.

Your time in any of the services counts
as constructive credit for the· first 2 years
of Army ROTC. That makes you eligible .
for the Advanced Course. There are several
reasons why that can be a good deal.
For openers,. you get $100 a month (for
up to 10 months a year) while you take
Advanced ROTC. This is in addition to all
your Veteran's benefits.
It keeps more options·open .. You earn
your degree and a commission at the same
time. You can apply for Active Duty to

enjoy the prestige, pay and challenge of an
officer. (Your time in the service counts for
longevity and retirement for either active
or the Reserve.) Or, you can put the
lead~rship skills learned in ROTC ~ work
for you in civilian life.
Army ROTC's got a lot going for it.
.Particu.arly for veterans. It's worth ·
checking into!
Army ROTC. The niore you look.at it,
the better it looks.

MUMMY: Happy St. Patrick's Day! Much love and
many Irish blessings on your corned bcefand cabbase.
Anila.
TO THE LECHLEITERS: Happy S!. Patrick's Day.
The Edi!Or.

A NEW fREE UNIVERSITY COURSE-in
aslrology-hegins Tuesday night, March '12. a! the
Breen Lodge. Come deJve into arcane matters.

ALIVE? - We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
among the sick and poor people In
America. Share education and talents.
Learn from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged?
Write: Sister Monica; 2335 Fairview
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.

SAM'S PRO BIKE SHOP

941-0520
Suglno competition alloy crank set $43
Hutcheaon sprint butyl sewup tires $9
MKM Cuatom buill bike frame $195
CAMPAGNOLO parts-stocked-world's finest
HAS. Mon-Fri 4 to 9 P.M. Sat. 9am-6pm.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
. · $2.75 per page

Army ROTC
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

I IDi...t the lim-put of .
PnUmaDRO'I'C.T.U-bowl
cu lUke It up uullldll R.n die
Advaaced ColliN Ill 1DY IIUilor 7Mr·

M._
Mn.

M~-----------------------

Send for your up·to-date, 160·page,
.mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
ro cover postage !delivery time. is
1 to 2 days)•

. ·RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

-----~Zip,

_ _ _ __...._ _ _ _ __

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD:, SUITE #2
.. LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our rtlllrcll material Is 1old for
reuarcll 111lst1nce onlr.
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